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Conversation for Listening - Kristoffer Raasted

- Lukas Lund [ And something that I usually start asking is always an unfair question,

but when talking about your own practice and your PhD project and also in relation

to this conversation, what would be a nice starting point for you? Where does things

start for you? ]

Kristoffer Raasted [I think where I'm at right, usually it's very processual, so ] somehow

process is a good place to start in keeping it open-ended and non-linear and just processual,

starting out from where you are, just beginning to do something or talk about something and

then along the way it shapes the conversation.

- [ It's always also an artificial question because we are already talking and then we

start about or where does it start, but it's, as you say, of course, always already going,

yeah. So perhaps a different question could be where does your main interest lie in

terms of your own practice and this PhD project of yours? What is like the, never a

problem or issue, but where is like the core of perhaps interest or care or whatever

you would describe it yourself? ]

[ Yeah, yeah, I mean this PhD project is for me a little bit a new direction in my practice since

it's concerned with radio voices and in that regard it's somewhere in between sound and radio

works. And then I think to answer your question, ] I think it's important for me relatively

early in the conversation to start out with this queering, the radio voice that's queer, this

question about queering the radio voice, what that entails and I think that should be in the

foreground, [ that's important for me that rather than having it appear or pop up later in the

conversation, I think with time during this research project it's becoming like very important

to me that it's addressed directly, maybe as the first thing in the conversation that... ]

- [ Let us do that. So] in what way should we think with the queering? [ Yeah, just in

general, you can perhaps start. Yeah, yeah. ]

I think since it's a verb, also again it's a processual, something that is happening in… [ I think

queering the radio voice is... and it's the radio voice for some reason I chose that particle, not

Amaro. It could have been more specific my radio voice or a radio voice, but it's the… That's

the title of the... The working title that I probably also will eventually end up with sticking

to. But there is this ongoing question for me is, how is the radio voice queered in, through my
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practice or in what ways and ] how come it's a verb rather than [ just let it grow to be queer

radio voices or like an adverb or is that an adjective? But there is this... Since it's a verb, it's

also somehow an action, something that is... I think I'm trying to get beyond performance

somehow that, of course, gender is performed, but I'm also very interested in going beyond

performativity in a more, how can you say,] this performance society where there's a lot of

expectations for you to perform in specific ways and actually going beyond that, reaching

situations where.. I don't know if that's even possible to not perform, if it makes sense.. in a

post-performative discourse to be... I don't know. It's got something to do with authenticity

and the generic, I think, this balancing…I think at least being sincere and wholesome, [ just,

yeah, I think that's important for me to be in conversation and sincere and, yeah. ]

- [ Well, that is a nice thing. I think for me personally, I've recently ] learned, tried to

learn, understanding queering as a relationship in some way, that it holds action on my

behalf, but I'm also being acted upon and this action upon me [ to a greater deal is my

recent learning that it holds more over me than I over it. So I'm like the smaller action

narrative, action feature, also because in some way that's like the state of nature with

all the human interactions and relations that we are often the smaller part. And in

some way, I feel that perhaps it helps me to understand what you mean with the post

performance, that one understanding of performance is how much it is part of the

individual, part of my subject to perform and understanding the performativity of

myself. ] But what if this true performance is in a relationship where I hold lesser

control? [ Is that then a new understanding of performance where it is not only my

subject and individual, ] but the relationships or a greater collective of forces that I

cannot even truly comprehend? [ Does that make sense to you? ]

[ Yeah. I think it relates for me to the first part of the title of the PhD, New Connections,

which is, again, ] this expanded notion of what individuation processes can be understood as

that it's, again, a new materialist, post-humanist understandings of how is identity constructed

in responsible ways. [I think there's a question for me about responsibility in individuation

processes, how identity is constructed, as you say, contextually. ] I don't think an individual

is. It's not like I think, therefore I am.[ No, it's like I'm in this socioeconomic context and that

shapes me and that I'm shaping. ] Returning to vocality, there is something about shaping and

being shaped. Voice and maybe even language or semantic meaning is also always happening

in situated ways and partial ways. [ So, yeah, it's really, yeah, it's I think all these thoughts
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about it, it's just really good because it opens up facets when you start opening up these

different questions. ]

- [ It also, at least for me, ] changes the questions of what is the or just an interesting

question, [ because there's a lot of questions that holds interest within a certain binary

way of thinking or in a certain linear way of thinking. But in the minute that we think

of it, well, in the way of the process or within the way of the current relationships, at

least for me,] it opens up what questions are now of interest and even what kind of

questions am I unsure of, and in what way are these questions unknowable? [ can I

not really know the questions that I cannot really pose, but still holds a lot of

questions because now I'm no longer in the position of the knowing or the

understanding this socioeconomics. Now, I'm just a tiny little part within a large

network and I'm not sure if I have the right questions. And I find that really interesting

] and very vulnerable in some way. [ Is there for you certain questions that is of great

importance for yourself? ]

[ Yeah, I came to think about it, a queer agenda, which is obviously a political agenda, I see it

as interwoven with a lot of other urgent issues regarding the climate crisis and I think it's

appropriate for me to take starting point in queer theory since I am queer identified. I think

that's a good, that makes sense for me to go in this direction, but I think of it as a struggle

maybe even that is interwoven with other struggles that I maybe think of myself ] more as a

co-struggler in anti-racist struggles and crib struggles. [ And like this, a feminist, of course,

it's essential for me, it's that queer for me is, it's very important that it's a queer feminist

position. And then I think another very, very important question for me is artistic, ] what is

that, what do we understand by artistic research, what is artistic thinking, what does it mean

to be in this process of a more theoretical reflection and also being identified as an artist?

[And then a more personal note, also parenting is very, right now very, takes up a substantial

part of my headspace since I am parenting at one year old. ]

- [ Yes, a lot of work, a lot of love. I really like the term of co-struggling because quite

often I've encountered the idea of being allied rather than part of the group, which I

also very liked, but the co-struggling is also perhaps more, I don't know, emotional in

some way, and I like that. An ally can also be very cynical in some way, strategic

allies rather than perhaps co-struggling. Would you like to say some more about
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perhaps the relationship between the aspects of the political and perhaps the

relationship to the artistic research? Because I imagine if you see this queering and the

radio voice in the political spectrum, how does that then also influence on what it

means to conduct artistic research? ]

[ Yeah, I think this, yeah, functioning as a radio host in some way, trying to avoid a little bit

that structure, but I suppose I do in some regard function as a radio host in these podcast

episodes. I think that is, actually, that is ] a way of conducting research that is oral rather than

written, that the conversation is unfolding in an acoustic medium rather than in writing. [ And

I think that there is something there that, of course, I can write about it accordingly after, like

I can go in and listen back to it and analyze it, but ] there is something in the conversations,

recorded and broadcasted conversations, that cannot be… that you need to listen to in order to

understand the tone of voice and the pauses, all this information that is in the sound material.

[ And that is a way of structuring. I think it's a very strange place between artistic practice,

curating and somehow communication, that it is neither, or it's not really an artwork, it's not a

curation, it's a little bit hard to pin down what exactly it is, what type of knowledge is being

produced in this format. And I think of that space for the conversation, an intimate

conversation, ] practice near conversation [ as something that there is a lack of in society.

And in that sense, I think it's an important space politically speaking. ]

- [ Also, you're saying it rather than diplomatic in some way, but I would perhaps say

there's a lot of things that you can not write or translate from the oral conversation,

that there is something unique, particularly around this, also this, but ] just having that

conversation that escapes the structures of written language. I think, at least for me,

it's also politically interesting to underline that and keep those differences, so we don't

have this fault in our translation, as it is: okay, we can translate, we can easily have

the same quality or the same knowledge or the same whatever going on within the

text as we can within the oral traditions or the conversations. [ Because personally, I

feel, also within academia as a student, that I'm asked to do one task, and I really want

that task to solve issues that can only be solved by having conversations. But that goal

for me is very difficult when I'm tasked only with the written assignments. And I don't

feel that there's the space or the tradition to be sensitive to the difference of these

formats. And I don't know, how do you, first of all, do you agree, or how do you then

deal with the differences in your radio material, and how could that, I don't know, be
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included or excluded in a meaningful way? For example, personally, I'm very

interested when you have these disclaimers saying, well, here's the material in the

written work that you will not have access to. But I don't know what you're thinking.

]

[ Yeah, I think, historically, it has also been hierarchically structured that writing is

permanent, rational, and ] vocality, and the aural, acoustic voice is something that has been

connected with emotions [ and rationality is somehow connected to sight, and reading more

to the visual realm. And I'm just not sure that we can, that we can fruitfully go into

knowledge, construct, I don't know, ] I think it's important to get many different types of

formats intermingled, and that you cannot put it up so hierarchically as it has historically

been.

- [ It's also strange that this hierarchy still exists. I used, I hate to reference, but

Gadamer has this interest in differences between having this conversation with the

written word, or having it with another person, because basically, he argues that when

you have this conversation, you don't really have the time to think of the actual truth

and align our historical differences meaningfully. It takes time, which is also true, but

he thinks that the written words, in some way, help us doing that, that we can have

more time, more space to be in dialogue and in relation with the written words. But

of course, he then also loses all uniqueness of having a conversation that he just

completely doesn't even mention. And if he does, it is all the issues that it can cause.

And I think after that text that he wrote about, what was it? Truth and, you know, and

truth and method. But just after that, for me, it became very clear that there was a

certain tradition that we could now also criticize and move away from, and I don't

really think it's happening. I think, as you say, all the different formats that, in some

way, we should advocate for and that we need are still kind of an experiment, or for

those who, perhaps also within queer theory, are in search for different strategies to

cope and organize themselves, and it's still not part of the larger structures, the

dominant structure. I'm wondering, no,] would you like to say something first?

[ Yeah, I think that there's also, it's just,] it's got something to do with pleasure, to explore

topics or have a conversation in talking. It feels, it's a good sensation in the body to talk, [ and
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yet it's also nice to write, no? But I think that embodied, it's hard to neglect the embodied,

because ] the voice is somehow a sound source that is part of, or is the body of, I don't know

what body is, a little bit strange concept, very nuanced, very complex, or nuanced, or, yeah,

complex, maybe. Let's stick with complex. [ It's hard to, I don't think you can reach a

theoretical, yeah, bodies, as you say, they are, everybody is unique, or, but there is something

eventually] pleasurable in talking and producing sounds with vocal apparatus that I think is a

good thing in research processes too, that research should, why should it not be embodied, [

or, there's this question about the radio voice, because it's a sound recording, is that then an

embodied, a disembodied voice, or, I don't think of it as such, I think of it that it's, there's

something, a merge between technology and organism happening in the recording of, the

sound recording of the voice, like a cyborg, there's something there that, as I imagine it, it's, I

don't think of it as necessarily a disembodied voice, the sound recording, but there is, I think

there is a tradition to think of radio voices as disembodied in some way that I, that I don't, I

don't agree totally with it, because I think there's a lot of body in recorded voices, that there's,

it constitutes somehow a body in the sound file, that there is a lot of emotions, and that it's

just been recontextualized, yeah, and again, I don't think of the body as like, if we think about

extensions of bodies that can go across time and space differences, that of course a body is

very concretely unfolding in time and space, but then again, this Kantian idea of space and

time as something that is almost a grid, is also ] maybe not the fulfilling description of what

time and space even is.

- [And maybe it's also important to underline that there's a lot of logic to that, that it's

not a grid, not because I have all the references for the evidence, but all the research

is pointing that way in general, so it's interesting how, how to battle back against our

words as time and space, that is in some way forested within this context of a grid,

because now it seems weird, we need to have new emotion, new feelings with these

words, because they are not what they seem. Yeah, and I really like the idea of the

pleasure, that was so nice, because I just immediately wondered, ] a scary thought

about what is the difference between the research conducted within pain and the one

within pleasure? And what are the consequences of the way of the pleasure or the way

of the pain in terms of the outcome, the creativity and perhaps the interest for the

world in research conducted, [ and I don't have any answers, but I could feel that

there's a lot of research being conducted in a very stressful or painful manner within

structures that is not nice to be within, and I fear that the outcome of that is also
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affected with the stress or the pain, in some ways it seems logical that it should pass

on the environment that is created in so just a scary thought, if we could conduct a

survey about how much research is conducted with pleasure or without, and this

project of yours with the new connections and the radio voice, how are these two

connected, how is the radio voice a practice towards these new connections, or what

are the new connections of, which new connections are you describing? ]

[ I think new connections has some different associations, of course it's connections between

concepts, and I aim to establish new connections rather than staying with fixed, establishing a

thought, somehow building that is very fixed, or then ] again processually thinking that

thought should be flexibly establishing new connections between areas that are very far away

maybe, or continuous rethinking, [ so that is the first somehow association for me, which has

got something to do with a way of thinking, and I think the reason I've chosen queering and

queer, specifically a queer theoretical discourse, rather than it could have been also gender

fluid, would have also that fluidity somehow, but I think queering is somehow, it's maybe also

a little bit broad category for, and there are some difficulties with choosing queering

specifically as well, but I think one of the good things about it is that it is an inclusive

category, and then it, ] as I understand queer theory, it's also an approach to theory that is

continuously rethinking itself, [ which is, as I see it, a match with this idea of new

connections, that it's a process to rethink. ]

- Rethink thinking.

[ Rethink thinking, yes. ]

- [Also in a different way than critical thinking, which I think had the same vision but

ended up in just another grid in some way. ]

[I like that rethinking thinking, it's really precisely put, I don't like that term, and then of

course there's in the art world a lot of networking, which is a little bit, you know, new

connections, you meet a lot of people, and eventually, I think, I've thought a lot about, there is

a documentary 15 catalogue, there is a sentence that is something like, ] stop making art, start

making friends, [ that it's, I think connection sounds maybe a little bit business connections,

but that's actually not what I mean, I think more like a friendship or a genuine relationship
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and a connection, somehow, how is, this expanded family, in this way of thinking about how

are your social relations organized in your life, somehow there's new connections with, you

talk to, but there is of course this art, art world, question of connecting new connections, and

then actually there is also an association which is, I suppose, neuroscientific, actually, which

has got something for me to do with not putting up demarcations between natural sciences,

social sciences, and humanistic sciences, that artistic research can actually bridge or break

down these traditional barriers between, that, I mean, it's okay, it's easy to criticize, you

cannot map the emotions by measuring the electricity in the brain, it's very easy to criticize

that position, but why not just think with it, also, there is this, yeah, this opening towards

having a dialogue with the natural sciences, that, yeah. ]

- [ Well, it's because if we should follow these many different formats of knowing, you

end up having an issue with, then, still, what is the right way of knowing, and the

result should be,] well, there's no right way of knowing, there's just different ways, [

and if they're all just different, well, then it's, that's also very easy, inviting you to go

and explore each other's, because otherwise you, this is also an opinion, but you end

up narrowing down your own viewpoint a lot, because when they're different, your

way of measuring the other's viewpoints is also disappearing, so you become very

unknowable in some way, and the only way to sort of, like, regain a way of doing that,

or being with that, is to really sort of, like, yeah,] go across, and at the same time,

know different things differently, [ yeah, because knowing one thing differently from

each other is, yeah, I don't know, it's very hard to do anything with it, even to put it

into words. ]

[Yeah, yes, ] indeed, and I think we need that, where we are now, [ I think we need to be able

to work interdisciplinarily, and to establish collaborations across some of the domains that

have been established historically. I think that's, it's highly important that we figure out how

to work together to solve some of the things we are facing, yeah, and climate, mainly, right. ]

- [ And I'm not sure if listening is a concept or practice that you subscribe to, or have

thought of, or in any way, sort of, like, put at the center, but I'm curious ] do you think

of listening as a way for us to work interdisciplinarily in some way, or in what other

way do you perhaps envision listening being interesting in this field of working across

different formats?
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I think metaphorically speaking, listening is also a tuning to each other, [ that you can, like, if

you, rather than,] if you have a debate, or a conversation, and you choose not to listen, then

you are somehow also dismantling the personality of the other, [the person, in a sense, of the

other person that you, but ] if you choose actively to listen, I think it's an active process, then,

as you say, you can establish something relational, a process, or an understanding that is

developed, [like, maybe not developing, but shaping, or that we are both, maybe not, this is a

bit too specifically, this, it should be, sorry, I think in listening to each other, what we actually

say, or express, or something, that ] there's something very important in that dynamic, that to

go beyond this individualization processes of capitalist structures, that you are being

somehow positioned in, very much as a consumer, [ and more and more, in a sense, being put

into a little bubble, where you are just your own consumer, or person, ] then listening can be a

way of breaking, bursting that bubble, and building, responding to that logic, [ or it has a role

to play in that. ]

- [Do you have a, definition is such an annoying word, but do you have an

understanding of listening, that you would like to share, because I'm just almost

collecting, so yeah, if you have one. ]

[I think it's a really, really ] good point for me, to reflect a lot about listening, where I am

right now, in my thinking, [ I think it's really, really relevant, and I mean, of course, I have

been thinking a lot about listening throughout my practice, and been listening a lot, but I

think it makes sense now, after, since the voice has been more and more taking center stage,

in my thinking, and my practice, listening, somehow, ] how does listening relate to vocality,

[is a very interesting thing for you to think about, like] the sound is traveling through the

body, [ also, of course, through the air, but also, you listen with how your voice sounds, while

you speak, compared to how it sounds when recorded, and being played back, it sounds very

different, because the sound] travels to the hearing organs, also through the bones, and

muscles, and the body, [so this timbre of the voice, inside, I don't know what,] inside, outside,

this is also a little bit strange, we are thinking about bodies, [but this difference, that when

you hear your voice being played back at you, it sounds, ] I feel somehow alienated, [

because it sounds different than how it is, when I'm speaking inside, like, how it sounds while

I'm speaking, and I suppose that also, is when you are in a conversation, that you perceive of

your conversation,] I don't know why it's always conversation partner, and it could also be,
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you're singing in a choir, or you're listening to the voices, singing voices, so you're singing a

song together, it doesn't have to be a conversation all the time, [ but the voices, listening to,

that you, again, identity is, it's not constructed from a core, it's something that is happening

also in, contextually, right, so, I don't know if this, like, listening, I think, of course, I've been,

all this, tradition with, yeah, deep listening, and Jim Cage is like, you don't, you should not

record anything, there's a lot of considerations about how to listen, that I think is, I'm a great

admirer of both Pauline Olivares and Jim Cage, it's not that, but I think that there is, I think

that's also something, for me, very interesting, in listening to recorded sounds, or actually

embracing that, orality, and then, deep listening is also, yeah, there's ] a sound spirituality [ to

it, I think, which is extremely important in this, yeah, listening groups and everything, but I

think that I'm actually also interested in listening to, like, okay, this is, of course, ] a very

embodied type of listening, [ mainly, too, which I agree totally with, that listening is not only

the ears, it's also the entire body, but I do enjoy listening to a lot of stuff that is maybe, like, a

bad pop song, or something, like, something extremely tacky, or something, yeah. ]

- [And I don't know how you respond to the pop songs, but as you said, like, the

listening is the whole body, which, of course, ] includes the emotions that what you're

listening to is generating, and the memories, and whatever that may, sort of, constitute

this wholeness, [and I think, for me, personally, like, I don't know what my guilt or

listening pleasure is, but it's not so much about intellectual interest, it's something

other, something that includes, maybe, suppressed memories, or a part of my body

that I don't like, or whatever, it is sometimes complex in a way that I really think we

have to include the wholeness in order to actually grab the complexity of it, in terms

of what we actually like to listen to, yeah, which is also nice. I'm wondering ] if the

idea of listening is also political for you, [ also in terms of the queering, is listening a

practice that falls under that, is it a way to, yeah, to query, or in what way are those

two perhaps connected, mostly because, and I can also say that afterwards, but for me,

there is something, I haven't thought about it too much, but there's something that

connects those two, so I'm just wondering what your take was.]

[ Yeah, for instance, I made a performance where I was singing a lot of evergreen songs, and

it was documented, and then this documentation was mastered by, it was called] Queer Ear

Mastering, and I haven't used the file for anything yet, it's still just somewhere in my archive,

but there is this queer listening, I think there was. I was wearing high heels in the
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performance, and the sound of that was somehow… I think they put a little bit of reverb on,

or a little bit, trying a little bit, to underline it, and I'm not totally sure if they equalized the

other sound, whatever happened, the point is that this mastering of the sound file to a certain

extent was also a way to queer even further that performance, and to listen in a queer way, I

don't know how to put it.

- [But that's very much within, perhaps, the performative practice, that you merge

actual performance and something actually happening into a sound, into a, yeah, I

don't know, archive to share, but I'm also thinking if there's something about ] the

state of listening, and the state of queerness, and those two sort of suiting each other, [

because for me, thinking about listening and also doing it often is ] an invitation to

also surrender myself to something, letting go of certain ways of thinking, certain

structures, and also a need to be available for that other, and perhaps soft towards that

other, which might often be painful, [ but also just more comprehensive than I can

actually deal with. I need to let go in order to receive something, and for me, that

often also describes queerness to me, that you have these relationships where you

have a radical openness and inclusiveness, where ] you invite-in certain sensitiveness,

a certain support, and surrender to a different structure. [You let go of something in

order to actually be able to receive that of the other. Yeah, and I'm also thinking here

about listening perhaps as a metaphor, and not so much the sound itself, but ] perhaps

listening as this invitational position that you place oneself in, [which of course can

also be connected to the sound, that there are certain sounds and certain emotions of

what the sound generates or whatever, that you need to place yourself in order to

have, but that practice for me can also be ] expanded to a general position of being

available and allowing, [and yeah, what's your thought on that? ]

[Yeah, I agree a lot with it. I came to think about that it's also very important for me to

produce sound in order to take up a space. There is a question about your claiming space. I

suppose listening can also be a way to do that, but I think for me it's… I think ] a neutral

listening is not possible somehow, that you cannot just say: I'm an abstracted subject. I'm just

pure thought, and my listening senses, by the way, are just a process that is happening

somewhere down in the cognitive system. I think it's not a neutral listening position. It never

is. And as such, I think it's also important for me to voice my position. It's important for me

to listen softly. And in the performative situation, I think I literally think of it as a
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collaborative endeavor, [ because I think of the ones who are listening, and somehow

sometimes also walking across the room or making a sound or saying, hey, nice song. I don't

know. But I think even in listening, since I don't think of that as a passive activity, I think it's

a shared situation, and it's not... I'm more interested in breaking down the stage structure than

reaffirming it. ]

- [Which I think is an important thing to re-mention in some way, because ] the stage is

always already there. We are conditioned beings, conditioned bodies, conditioned

voices. [ And the only... Not the only, but one way to deal with that is to claim a

certain position, to voice our position. And just doing that, just the simple act of doing

that, dismantle the stage and make aware of the conditions and enables a lot of other

things. So in some ways, the effects of it is very powerful. I like that. ]

[ Yeah. ]

- [ And I'm interested because I totally agree that there's not such a thing as pure or

neutral listening. Do you even think that there is such a thing as pureness or neutrality

in general? Is that a position we can deal with? ]

No, I don't think so.

- [Yeah. But you still think it's, I don't know, informs backwards or something? Like it's

a heritage we carry or... ]

[ Yeah, yeah, yeah. I suppose platonic ideas is just like, okay, there's something objective.

And I think objectivity, it's strange because somehow it can also be sound and reasonable to

strive after an objective ideal. I think it has, for me, it's got a lot to do with being positioned

as an artistic researcher and oftentimes meeting the assumption that, oh, you're an artistic

researcher, so what you're doing is not real science.] The state is technically defining my way

of doing research as non-scientific. Which is maybe somehow helpful in a sense in avoiding

having to deal with notions of objectivity, [ which is, oh, it's becoming a little bit too science,

] discussing what science is. [ But I think it's actually very important. And

I think it's also undergoing a lot of change. I agree with you that it's still predominantly, like ]

a lot of the stuff we're talking about in this conversation is happening in the margins. [ And
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the general field of what science is, it's still 100% objective. And it's not emotional, it's not

personalized. But I think artistic research is contributing to changing that notion of science

gradually and slowly. And it's still a long way to go. But I think that there is something in

that, ] investing yourself personally, that I think is a much more useful way of producing

knowledge, if you want to call it that, than trying to erase yourself from your research

process.

- [ I was also just thinking about that simple word, research. It's also interesting because

of course science, because it is structured the way that you have certain methods or

traditions or truths given, and then you work with those. Then you have that research,

you have that re, because you are already given a certain condition. And I was just

wondering that because of artistic research, we could just lose the re and just go

straight to the search, that I will in some way, if we should talk about a hierarchy, to

trump the research of the science, because they're sort of like struck within their own

little bubble, unable to actually search out of it. ]

[Wow, I like that thought. I'm going to use that, I'm sorry. I'm just appropriating it directly

from, because ] I think it's so brilliant to just get rid of the prefix ‘re’ [from re-search].

- [Yeah, and it's the same with Danish, when you have grundforskning. Why do you

need that prefix, as you said? What is wrong with the actual science to begin with, the

actual forskning? What sort of, I don't know, mistakes of terms of visions or

endeavour of inclusiveness have we lost, since we need the prefix to position

ourselves within this little bubble? And for me, listening is very much sort of like, if

you listen for the ‘re’, you don't really listen, then you are just discovering what you

already know, you're just decoding the sounds that your mind is already aware of, ]

whereas it becomes listening when you have to actually search, when it's this open

structure that you don't really know how to deal with, [ and you need to sort of like

blindly search in front of you, because otherwise you just do things that you can

recognise by default, which is fine, that's how our brain works, but ] it could be

interesting to strive more for just the search.

[ Yeah, I love grundforskning though, I think I should be more grundforskning for sure,

research too, but yeah, I like that idea, and I think that it can just as well be a very, when you
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hear a sound file, a recorded sound, it's, of course it's the same thing being played back, but

it's a new context in a sense, and you can hear new layers in it, or new details or something

that, that I think it's, listening it's, that ] it can also be a little bit limiting to think, okay, I'm

just going to go out and listen to the sound of the wind in the leaves every day [ only, and

that's pure listening for me, that it can also] in a sense be limiting not to listen to digital or

electronic sounds, even though there is of course a lot of questions that then occurs about,

okay, they are energy consuming units, all of this, but ] my point is that there can also be

something really opening in listening to the same thing many times in new ways.

- [ Personally, I'm trying to operate with this idea that when you try to decide, if we can

decide, but when we search for what to listen to, ] I like the idea that we should listen

with risk, in terms of that when I listen, I'm interested in sort of like risking my

position within the conditioned, that it is sort of a strategy, [ well, in terms of what I

recognize or what I search for, does that reposition myself in a positive or negative

manner, like what is going on, rather than isolating itself to, I don't know, I'm just

listening to the leaves, sure, that could be fine, but if that leaves are able to risk my

position, risk the way I position myself to the conditioned matter, that could be really

interesting, and I like that, and I would like to advocate for more people doing that,

rather than just perhaps being happy with status quo or something, because personally,

I don't like that status, and I think the risk is important, because in some way, those

things without the risk, we don't have to talk about how much risk, but just some, is

for me like a signal towards that it does matter, it does change, it does challenge my

thinking and my practice, and if it's good or bad way, that's perhaps secondary,

because that movement itself, that new position is a good way of knowing, and then I

can choose what to do with that new knowledge afterwards, but I like the risk. ] So

maybe, do you feel that you have a lot of risk within your research?

Actually, yes, I think that there is a lot at stake for me in it, [ also mainly in, I think that's an

important reason to include my practice with singing. Of course, it's mainly the radio project,

but it's also, there's also a process with song, with singing, and I think that is, I am singing

two songs in the podcast, in the last episode, and I think ] that is where there's actually really

something at stake, where my voice is like a shift to singing, and instead of sharing emotions,

like that's really personal somehow, I think that insisting on not even only speaking, but also

singing vocalizations is, for me, where it really begins to be a different way of conducting
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research, that is where there is something at stake, there is an ambition to change some of the

prevailing structures.

- [I think, funnily enough, but ] knowing that there's a risk in that program, with your

singing, really intrigues me to also listen to it. [ Yeah. In terms of time and just this

conversation, is there something you would like to share focus on, or is there

something that we should include further, that we haven't been around for you? ]

[ Maybe it's nice to just talk about the songs, like where we are, actually, because, yeah, I

think that's the fun part for me, is, okay, I'm recording my first studio album, and it's very

much fun, and you know, it's, yeah, that, and it is probably connected to the radio topic, and

somehow, but if, and I actually think of those songs as artworks. ]

- [Yeah. Which is, which is different from the radio program, right? Yeah. Yeah. And

how so? ] How does the song become artwork, rather than the radio program?

[ I think, yeah, in working with, I think of it almost as a sort of song poetry. In working with

lyrics is, the language is functioning in a, like, ] it's more about establishing an image, rather

than constructing an argument, [ and yeah, and it functions somehow differently, language in

the song lyric, and then in the radio, I think, because it's also a platform for sound works by

the artists I've invited into the studio, I've preferred to, that it doesn't be, somehow, that I don't

define the entire radio program as an art piece, because I don't, maybe that wouldn't be a

clash, but I think, just for me, conceptually, that would be a little bit, a little bit strange,

double layer that, whose piece is this? And then I've, I wanted to say, okay, this is actually

your piece, and this radio program is more just a platform to present that and talk about it. So,

so I actually regard it as a type of non-art, or something that is not artistic practice as such.

But then the songs, yes, yes, the songs is, it's just where I am now with making sound pieces,

that there's something interesting in writing, it combines, I have a background in sound

poetry, that it combines somehow the poetic with, and I also have a musical background with

singing and choirs. So there is a lot of things that comes together in working with song,

songwriting and recording, releasing songs. ]

- Will you be singing your PhD?
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I wish, I wish, probably not. I'll probably defend it rather conservatively.

- [I saw, I can't remember where it was, I think it was in Vienna, but somebody danced

there, like, of course, they also had to hand in the text or whatever, but there was

about ] how to translate words and writing into movements? [So there's a whole

choreography, sort of like was the argument one-to-one, and they were made up of

score and different movements and different layers about how the argument was then,

it had been added certain other arguments that could only be made within movement,

which I thought was quite interesting, but it's also a unique case, but a raft idea of

arguing the stronger flute movement rather than saying that the text was enough. Well,

look at this. But the singing, what more does that add to the practice of the query?

And I'll also perhaps talk about ] the singing act itself, singing and queering, how did

they allow certain things together?

[ Yeah, I think there's many things in working with this somehow, it's also theoretical lyrics,

it's sharing memories, and in singing, I don't know, I think emotions, in speaking, there's, of

course, also emotions, but ] the singing somehow opens an emotional situation [ where,

which is also a little bit, perhaps, it can also be misused, this very direct way of establishing

an emotional bond or relationship with, when singing together, some, there is, it's a bit cliche,

like it's talks, ] it speaks directly to the emotions when you burst into song, [ but I think,

without being totally a persona, there is a lot of work with image in, around the process of

singing, there is the way you dress on stage, which press photo, what press text, and just, and

I think it's, for me, actually interesting doing this in a, I'm signed with a label, a little label,

that is, has background, it's more like a hip-hop label, and for me, that's an interesting place to

have this queer process happening, because it's, I have not previously been very much in

touch with the hip-hop community in Copenhagen, but now I am going to studios and seeing

a lot of context that I would never have had, have found myself somehow, and I think that,

you know, it's a general approach for me that opening up new areas of interest is a quite good

way to expand your own conception of yourself, maybe your identity, going out and meeting,

context you're not, and like, it's very important for me to go out and play these gigs, weird

gigs, and small, I'm playing a gig at Bilefri Sønder, I guess, ghetto, like, no, I mean, but like a

christiania bike with a sound system somewhere on the street in connection with this Bilefri

Sønder, which is a very odd, off-site gig, it's not on the art scene, really, it's not on the music
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scene, music industry scene, it's some, somehow, a very, there's not a fee involved, it's, very

random somehow, but I mean, I like that, I like that, seeing that context and who is there.]

- In some ways, non-transactional sharing, you don't know what you gain from sharing,

and nobody knows what they will receive from the sharing part, but the sharing is just

there, and something will happen.

[ but yeah, ]

- [ I'll have to listen to some of it, or really experience it, rather. I think, yeah, I don't

know what time it is, one hour and a quarter, would it be okay to just maybe land it? ]

[ Yeah. ]

- [ Something I'm personally always interested in, just ] how this conversation were for

you, [ it was good or right, also weird when you have a recorder, like, how can you

say no, but in what way did it allow certain things, but perhaps also not allow

everything? ]

[ I think it was really, yeah, I had the same feeling that at some point it began to be opening a

lot of perspectives that were very interesting, and I liked that the conversation turned at some

point towards listening, which was, I think that it's very obvious, but also very interesting for

me, actually, to think in that direction. I think two of the main things I thought was really

brilliant was this rethinking thinking, you know, and then also, what was the other one? I'm

sorry, I forget, there was another one. ]

- [It was the search rather than research. ]

[Yes, indeed. I like those two tropes a lot. Like, I also tried to leave a little bit of voice and

vocality into this listening thing, but I think that it could also have been interesting for me just

to stay on track and really go further into the discourse about voices and vocality. ]

- [But maybe I then have a very practical question, because I will be transcribing these

conversations, and you mentioned that, of course, in some way it isn't vague and you
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can include certain things, ] but there's also, in my opinion, things you cannot

translate. Is there something that is important for you, in terms of this transcription, to

perhaps make notes about or include in some way? Something that happens orally or

in this space that will perhaps disappear in the solely written version if we don't do

something?

[ I like, as you describe it, that it's fragmented. I'm going to think of Sappho, of course. Yes.

But ] perhaps it would be nice to position the conversation, frame it as where it was recorded,

when...

- [I do that a little bit. I have a standard front page with basic information and stuff. But

my real question is then, is there something particularly interesting for you to include

in this position, rather than time and date and space? Perhaps is it feelings that should

be included? ] I don't know.

How's the weather? How's the weather? The atmosphere?

- [ Also, just that it's not just my side of it, because usually when I do these front pages,

they are just me. But it would be nice to not just be me. ]

[ But I like it that it also talks with the other conversations, that there is some standardization.

I like that, that it fits with the other, so there's a dialogue with the other conversations, for

sure. ]

- [But there is made space to just a general note. ]

Yeah, I bought a wardrobe earlier this morning. I don't know, this is maybe…

- [ Maybe for me there was this feeling of almost summer holiday, at least ] also

coming into this space, that there's nobody here. The research had stopped, or

transformed into perhaps a more pleasurable research during the summer, happening

outside of the office.
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[ Yeah, yeah. Curiosity, maybe. Yeah, I feel curious. I don't know.] I'm not totally sure if I

understand. I feel good about it. It felt good going here, and the talk was good.

- [ I'm happy. Just the last thing, because I have discovered that I'm lazy in terms of

how we place our bodies in these conversations. Way too often we just sit down in

two chairs. I was wondering if you, now it's too late, but ] are there certain ways you

prefer to position your body when having conversation? Do you prefer to lay down, or

[ in other way, elsewhere from just sitting down? [Or maybe you prefer it, actually, I

don't know. ]

[ Yeah, since I proposed this location, and I feel that it's perfectly fine that I've somehow

chosen that we should have this conversation here, and I think it's nice with the recording of

the chairs. It's also fine.] We could walk. It's nice walking. I like talking and sitting. It's okay.

- [I also think I do, too, and that's why. All right. Well, thank you so much,

Christopher.]

[Thank you.]
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